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MESSAGE FROM COMPASS
We’ve made great strides in preparation for the CMS Final Settings
Rule deadline. We proudly boast that all 33 of our beautiful homes
are customized to meet the needs of the people who live there. Every
possible aspect of residential living from the location of the home
to housemates, are chosen by the residents. This year we assessed
each person’s capability to safely access and hold keys so that all
residents could have keys (or have access codes) for their homes as
defined in their individual plans. We have purchased a new home in
Montgomery
An “AHA!” moment is defined by Merriam-Webster as “a moment
of sudden realization, inspiration, insight, recognition, or
comprehension.” We’ve all experienced them—thoughts that struck
us; things we want to remember and share. Consider some of ours
over the last year.
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developmental disabilities and their families to live the lives
they desire in communities of their choice.
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To fulfill this mission, we are fully committed to uphold8%

ing the goals and principals shared with the Developmental
Disabilities Administration that every individual will have
the freedom to make choices, the supports they need to live
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the life they choose, authority over services and supports,
responsibility for organizing resources, and the aspiration
and drive to live as responsible, contributing members of
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their communities.
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We serve 197 people in total

We have 35 Residenchial Houses in
Total

MEET BRANDON
Brandon has received Community Living Supports

Compass supports thirty-three homes across four

with Compass for many years which has enabled

counties in Maryland. Each home is unique and

him to make steady progress towards his personal

individualized to meet the needs and desires of

goals. Brandon enjoys his own space and embraces

the people that live there. The people seeking our

the opportunities his independence affords him.

services work closely with the community livings

While living with others, he appreciates the support

support team, works to identify their preferences

of his housemates and Compass staff within his

for the location of their future home, housemates,

home. Brandon is self-sufficient in many areas

and staff to support them in the most person -

and exhibits excellent interpersonal skills in both

centered manner; a thoughtful process that

his personal and professional relationships. Given

continues throughout their life at Compass. The

his progress over the last few years, Brandon has

person personalizes their home by choosing their

expressed a desire to move into his own place and

home decor and implementing the modification

with the support of Compass staff, has explored

of living spaces to meet their needs.

several possible community living opportunities
with fewer services. Brandon continues to build
and add useful everyday skills to his tool belt, as
he is learning to cook for himself, manage his
finances, and acquire other necessary skills for
independent living.

MY HOME

MEET Dante
Compass strongly believes that anyone who wants

accomplished young man. When Dante began

to work should be afforded that opportunity and

seeking employment, he was determined to secure

we strive to build mutually beneficial relationships

employment before Christmas. Despite some early

with local businesses within the community. Our

challenges, Dante maintained his motivation to get

Supported Employment program aims to provide

a job while receiving daily coaching and encour-

sustainable employment to people we support. This

agement from Compass staff. However, one day,

program utilizing the discovery tool to identify inter-

Dante went to a local thrift store and impressed the

ests and talents to find the best possible fit between

employer so much that he was hired on the spot as

the person and the employer. We also provide

a production worker. In this role, Dante works in

various learning opportunities to people seeking

the production area where he breaks down boxes,

employment such as resume writing, interviewing,

takes out trash, moves bins for the processors to

communication, teamwork and problem solving. As

sort merchandise, transports bins to holding areas,

part of our programming, we offer weekly Job Club

and moves and loads merchandise for customers.

meetings to develop necessary these necessary job

Dante exhibits a strong work ethic and works hard to

skills while fostering peer-to-peer engagement and

complete his assigned job duties. In fact, Dante has

encouragement from successfully employed indi-

never missed a day of work and this past year, Dante

viduals. In addition, Compass Life Coaches may

was awarded for his employment accomplishments

also provide on-the-job support and ensure that

while friends and supporters watched. See photo.

employers provide necessary accommodations for
the employee to ensure their success within the
workplace.
Dante is a 28-year-old extremely ambitious and
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MEET ANDRE
Sadly, it can be challenging for people with Intellectual

sure the shop is tidy for customers. Andre’s supervisor

and Developmental Disabilities (ID/DD) to have mean-

says he hired Andre because he saw drive and poten-

ingful lives within their communities. While public

tial. The supervisor described Andre as an employee

engagement strengthens people’s community invest-

who demonstrates tremendous customer service and

ment, facilitates relationship building, and promotes

strong dedication and loyalty to the job. Aside from

personal happiness, many communities are not inclu-

working diligently at the barbershop, Andre enjoys

sive of people with ID/DD. Here at Compass we strive

many hobbies, such as playing basketball and football

for inclusion so people we support can plant roots

through Special Olympics in Howard County. He is

within their communities to promote social, cultural

popular with his teammates and attends social gathering

and economic engagement.

hosted by his coach. In his spare time, Andre gives back

Andre came to Compass for independent living
supports in 2015. Previously living in foster care, the
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transition was not an easy one, but he has made great
strides in his personal and professional growth. With
help from the Compass Job Development Program,
Andre obtained employment working in a local barber
shop where he sweeps hair, removes trash, and makes

to his community by volunteer¬ing with the Special
Olympics bowling league. We are proud of Andre and
all of the great strides he continues to make.

haviors including inappropriate interpersonal behaviors which
made it challenging for her to make new relationships with people. Luna had significant trouble understanding social boundaries and was often overly familiar with people she didn’t know.
She was not able to discriminate between ‘someone who is safe’
and ‘someone who may hurt or take advantage’ of her. Luna’s
support staff helped Luna to follow community rules by working on a Circles Program and teaching the social rules regarding appropriate interpersonal behaviors. Today Luna is able to
distinguish between her private circle, family circle, friendships,
acquaintances, community member and strangers. She likes to
watch movies, draw, dance and work on her word searches and
crossword puzzles. She is incredibly good at putting intricate
(5000-piece) puzzles together. Luna especially likes to watch
movies, videos and listen to music on her iPad. In the community, she likes to go bowling, to the park and to church. Luna maintains a relationship with her aunt and uncle and has grown very
close to her housemates. She has many friends and she hopes to
have a boyfriend one day.
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MEET LUNA

Creating friendships and relationships with others is
an important part of life, but people receiving supports from human service organizations may face additional obstacles to establishing relationships. Compass recognizes that relationships with family, friends
and romantic partners is a key component to our
sense of well-being. People are supported to maintain
the important relationships they have as well foster
new relationships. We ensure people have the opportunity to meet people who share their interests as well
as address barriers such as transportation needs to see
the people they care about. We also provide access to
information and resources so that people can confidently and safely advance in their relationships. We
are not afraid to have necessary conversations about
choice, consent and responsibilities in relationships
allowing people to have social relationships that increase overall quality of life.
Luna is a vibrant, lovable 27-year-old who came to
Compass in 2015 shortly after her mother, whom she
had lived with for most of her life, passed away. When
Luna first moved to Compass, she engaged in a significant amount of challenging and often dangerous be-
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COMPASS FINANCES
The fullfillment of Compass’ mission relies upon a solid financial foundation and continued,
careful attention to the resources in which we are entrusted. Focusing on sustainable growth
coupled with accurate and transparent reporting, our financial position remains strong. Audited
financials and form 990 can be found at www.compassmaryland.org.

Revenues
		DDA

90.90%
		
County and other grants 7.92%
		Interest 0.70%
		Other 0.48%

Expenses
		Community

Living 77.9%
		
Meaningful Day 10.3%
		
Personal Supports 1.7%
		
Management & General 9.9%
		Fundraising 0.2%

Diamond

The Himmelfarb Foundation

Platinum

Gold

A Special Thank You To

Holly Edwards/Compass Board Member
Johnny’s Auto Service

Silver

Kelly and Associates

Mike Gillman from CBRE
Nicholas Abrams/AJW Financial Partners
Novex

Key Risk Management

Sharon Krevor-Weisbaum from Brown, Goldstein and
Levy, LLP

Konterra Realty

TriSource

Larry Simmons from BankCorp.

Zenart Professional Carpet Cleaning
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Please Remember to Follow us on all social media platforms.

Twitter: @Compassmaryland
Instagram: @Compassmaryland
Facebook: facebook.com/compassmaryland
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/compass-inc._2/about/

